
Belsay Rally Report 
 

by David Gambles 
 
Buses and coaches were on display again at the second NEBPT Belsay Rally which took place over 
the weekend of 17th/18th June 2006. Arrivals commenced on the Friday evening and by 9pm we had 
eight vehicles in place, a good start for the weekend, which on Saturday resulted in 17 buses on 
display and on the Sunday a total of 19. 
 
The picturesque grounds of Belsay are somewhat cramped for displaying large vehicles but with a bit 
of forward planning it was possible to accommodate everything and create an impressive display for 
Belsay’s visitors. 
 
Thanks must be recorded to the owners who took the time, expense and trouble to get their vehicles 
to this event which, due to it being spread over two days resulted in many vehicles staying over the 
two nights. Indeed those arriving on Friday stayed three nights and one of the first of these to arrive 
was the ex Preston PD PRN 761 owned by Dreadnought Coaches of Alnwick. In spite of a busy diary, 
Dreadnought kindly made the vehicle available for the whole weekend with the proviso that if any 
problems occurred with any of their other vehicles they might need to withdraw the bus at short notice, 
but thankfully this wasn’t the case. Gerard Butler offered to display his ex Western Scottish Leopard 
SCS 335 M and he and I travelled to Cobus in Bridlington to collect the vehicle a few days before the 
rally. Cobus had been busy renewing the floor and carrying out some structural work whilst the floor 
was removed. The seats had been re-trimmed to a high standard and the finished vehicle looked 
immaculate whilst it was on display at the event. 

 
Also supporting our efforts with a Friday delivery was Mark Dolan who arrived with the centre 
entrance AEC Reliance TME 134M closely followed by Andrew Dolan in a car to provide return 
transport. David Robertson turned up with JAX 354, his Stephenson liveried Leyland PS1 as did Ray 
Wilson with the immaculate looking NEBPT Atlantean UVK 290T. 
 
Derek Thompson then turned up with Leyland PS1 AHL 694 and hitched a lift back to Longframlington 
with the Gilroy family who had travelled from Alnwick with Dreadnought PD and then Snaiths of 
Otterburn turned up with their 1930’s Leyland Lion on the back of their impressive towing vehicle. 
 



After this had been unloaded the final vehicle to arrive was Phil Logie’s Bristol RE PCW 203J, Phil, 
after finishing work in Newcastle made the long journey on a late, crowded bus to Belford and then 
made the long drive back south again with the RE to arrive with us at Belsay after 9-15pm.  
 
Saturday morning arrivals included Alan Shepherd with his rarely seen Plymouth City Transport 
Atlantean TCO 537 followed by NHN 250 K the NEBPT Daimler Fleetline driven as usual by Arthur 
Pearsall. These vehicles would stay overnight thanks to Alan and Arthur accepting the travel 
challenge of getting home and back to Belsay by means of lifts and public transport. Paul Ogilvie then 
arrived with his Scania engined RM 204 UXJ together with his crowd of friends and relations who 
enjoy travelling with him. 
 
Two vehicles from the Aycliffe & District Bus Preservation Society arrived in the shape of Bristol L5G 
LHN 860 and Bristol LHS NDL769G, again these vehicles staying overnight due to Ian Wigget and 
Alan Tweedy agreeing to stay overnight in the Diamond in Ponteland. The downside of this was that 
although the accommodation section at the Diamond was still functioning, the pub itself was closed 
for refurbishment! A pub without beer, very bad timing Ian! 
 
Other vehicles arriving included Chris Lediard’s PS1 KTJ 502, Andrew Dixon’s Albion Nimbus JNP 
590C and Derek Thompson with his Bedford SB JHL 701. As promised, Mark Dolan turned up with 
WBR 248 the NEBPT Atkinson and Ted Jones made his appearance with SMK 686 F the ex Arriva 
Routemaster which he stores at Nenthead. I wondered why he had his bike inside the bus and only 
discovered later that Ted had cycled from his home in Bedlington, to his place of work in Durham and 
then all the way to Nenthead to collect the bus on Friday evening!  
 
Sunday’s arrivals included the Daimler CCG6 LCU 112 together with Dennis Dart L749 VNL recently 
repainted by Stagecoach in South Shields livery both of them looking resplendent parked in front of 
the Hall. Chris Lediard turned up with his Leyland PS1 ENT 778, the second of his vehicles to be 
shown on the Sunday, Chris having arranged for KTJ 502 to stay over the Saturday night and then 
Derek Thompson arrived again with his Bedford SB having used the vehicle to commute home the 
previous evening. As usual the 500 Group kindly supported our event and they arrived just after 10am 
with their 1959 Dennis Loline JDC 599, having made their not insignificant 60 mile journey from 
Middlesbrough. 

 
Derek Thompson’s Bedford SB JHL 701 – Photo Phil Logie 



Visitor numbers reached over 1,800 during the weekend, much pleasing English Heritage who had 
asked us to arrange the event. Many visitors were amazed to see such a wide selection of vehicles, 
all with a story behind them and all there because the owners and custodians had taken the trouble to 
ensure their vehicles could attend. 
 
I would like to personally thank everyone who had played a part in making the event such a success 
and to those that had given up part, or in some cases all, of their weekend to achieve such an 
impressive display at a location second to none. 


